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troubles getting MCRYPT to work when running on an IIS environment. I get the following error when I visit a page that
contains the following PHP: $test = mcrypt_encrypt('des', $pass, "abc123"); The error message: Warning: mcrypt_encrypt()
[function.mcrypt-encrypt]: Engine 'des' not available This is with mcrypt installed on the server, and PHP version 5.3.9. Any
idea? Thanks in advance. A: Ok, I found the problem. I'm running Win Server 2008 on IIS7 and mcrypt.dll was apparently
compiled against an old version of the PHP API. Solved by running sysdm.cpl and updating the version of mcrypt.dll to the one
that is supported by my PHP version. Q: using clone() to copy objects How can I copy an object, assign the same names, and
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Features Old-fashioned buses, realistic vehicles, hardware-based driving mechanics, DTS sound, huge city, multiple routes, a
huge database of 5000 buses and 8500 routes. The most complete bus simulator out there. Those free buses are a bit dirty and
close to collision, and many other things are not perfect. However, the game itself is a reasonable simulator, have a lot of routes
and bus types as actual. And the old style will be very nostalgic to many people. This is the biggest simulation and a simulator's
most important feature - until it's not available, no other simulator will be better. Bus Simulator OMSI is completely free of
charge and the highest quality with realistic bus driving mechanics! What can you do in OMSI 2? Enjoy yourself in the big city
with more than 5000 buses, more than 8500 realistic routes and multiple buses. Enjoy! 4 different bus-types (school bus, asia
bus, passenger train, coach bus). Monotonous driving routes and bus-lines are possible. More than 100 models of buses, with
more than 3 models of every bus-type. You can customize your bus. You can get offers via facebook, twitter and so on. New
and user friendly interface, designed by professional graphic-designers. Extremely realistic approach to the environment, very
detailed surroundings. You can walk through the city. High-quality, original soundtrack, by Hans Legerock (works of the band
named Bloc Party). You can enjoy full immersion or you can see the outside with S-video. You can use your own sound profile
(7.1 surround sound). Is OMSI 2 worth the money? OMSI 2 is the most complete bus simulator game with multiple bus types,
more than 5000 buses, routes and buses, sometimes models of buses are missing and can not be found, but you can still use this
game and is good. Changes and Improvements: Servers: The server list has been updated many times. In-Game: Extra bonus for
the Photo Mode: As a thank you for your Photo Mode, you get bonus cash! Is OMSI 2 can you play with mods? Yes, OMSI 2 is
an open game, but the developers will not allow OMSI 2 f678ea9f9e
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